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20 "The Crow" • McKissick Theater • 7pm

5 & t*

2.1 Kick Off Glemson * Amphitheater • Ham
inflatable Games • Bowman Field • lpm-8pm
Welcome Back Festival * Downtown • 5pm-8pm
CU Late Nite: DJ Dance Party * Cox Plaza • 8pm- 12am
22 /"Friday"' » Amphitheater Movie • 9pm

September

24,Billards Tournament: 9-Ball • 7pm • Underground
24 Shades of Grey & opening band • Edgars ♦10pm

9

25 "Young Frankenstein" * McKissick Theater • 7pm

Tailgating in Edgar's Pub • 1:30pm

10 "Stand and Deliver" * McKissick Theater* 7pm

25 Cosmic Bowling • Underground « 10pm-2am

11 Jr. Cats Quiz Bowl Tourney • Hendrix Student Center

26 Cosmic Bowling • Underground • 10pm-2am

12 Air Hockey Tournament • Underground • 7pm

27 "Young Frankenstein" • McKissick Theater • 7pm

13 NET prerneire •" Almost Famous" • Tillman • 9pm

28 Big Day Party in Union Courtyard by Edgar's
29 Bowling Tournament • Underground • 7pm

14 Billards Tournament:8 Ball • Edgars Pub • 7pm

29 UPAC/Tigers Who Care • Welcome Back Party * ^
Edgar's * 6pm
30 Volunteer/Part-time Job Fair • Hendrix .Student:
Center • 10am-2pm
31 Billards Tournament: 8-Ball • 7pm • Underground

15 Hendrix Student Center Grand Opening
Digital Caricatures • 1 lam - 3pm
Soul Mites • 7-10pm
"The Green Mile" * McKissick Theater • 7pm
CU Late Nite: DJ • 10pm - lam

September

"Dezeray's Hammer" • Edgars • 10:30 pm

16 Tailgating in Edgar's • 2 hours before kickoff
17 "The Green Mile" • McKissick Theater • 7pm
18 Jr. Cats Quiz Bowl Tourney • Hendrix Student Center

CU Late Nite: DJ Dance Party • Cox Plaza • 9pm-lam

19 Darts Tournament • Edgar's • 7pm

"Very Bad Things" • McKissick Theater ♦ 7pm

20 Jr. Cats Quiz Bowl Final Rounds • Edgar's • 5pm

Cosmic Bowling • Union Underground • 10pm-2am
Tailgating in Edgar's Pub • 4:30 pm

21 Billards Tournament: 9 Ball • Edgar's • 7pm
22 "Natural Born Killers" • McKissick Theater • 7pm

Cosmic Bowling • Union Underground • 10pm-2ar

24 "Natural Born Killers" « McKissick Theater • 7pm

"Very Bad Things" • McKissick Theater • 7pm

26 Foosball Tournament • Underground • 7pin

Ping Pong Tournament • Underground • 7pm

28 Laser Tag • Palmetto Ballroom • 10am -4pm

Billards Tournament: 9 Ball • 7pm» Underground

28 Billiard Tournament: 8 Ball ■ Edgar's * 7pm

Registration Deadline for Jr. Cat Quiz Bowl Tourney
CU Late Nite: DJ Dance Party •
Hendrix Center Plaza • 9pm-lam
"Stand and Deliver" •
McKissick Theater * 7 pm

29 "The Journey" featuring Edwin McCain &
Eric Saperston • Tillman 8 pm

Don't Miss the Grand Reopening
B

For More Information Call 656-UPAC (8722)
or visit our website; http://union.clemson.edu/

gathering, \£~/ piace

Thurs., Aug. 24 Shades of Grey & opening band • 10 pm • Edgar's
Thurs., Aug. 24 Nine-Ball Tourney • Underground • 7pm
Fri., Aug. 25 Cosmic Bowling with DJ Robot • 10pm - 2am
First 50 in free! Union Underground
Sat., Aug. 26 More Cosmic Bowling • 10pm - 2am
First 50 in free!
We Can 7 Wait for You to See the Changes We 've Made!
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Clemson prepares
► Tiger Town readies itself
for a season of thrills and
excitement.
PHILLIP CASTON

editor in chief
The grass has been mowed on
the field. The uniforms are hanging
in the lockers, awaiting the mud,
dirt and blood that will stain their
clean threads the next day. The fans
are ready. The players are even more
eager.
But before the Tigers can kick off
their 2000 football season, the
University must honor a tradition
older than many fans, and familiar
aspects, of their beloved alma mater.
First Friday a pre-football season
festivity conducted every year, heralds not only the coming of the
Souths most sacred sport each fall,
but also marks the start of numerous events that occur throughout
the school year at the University.

Just as the name indicates, First
Friday occurs on the Friday prior to
the first home game that the Tigers
play.
Started in 1974 by Central Spirit
and Tiger Band, the event sees the
school's Greek organizations spending the entire week before the
scheduled Friday building floats
based on the theme pre-selected by
Central Spirit. The organizations
compete against each other to create
the best float of the year's First
Friday.
Throughout the day of the event,
the Greek organizations put the
final touches on their floats as
Central Spirit members inflate hundreds of orange balloons for the festivities.
In the late afternoon, shiny new
convertibles roll up to Calhoun
Courts, each holding a Miss First
Friday candidate and one serving as
the chariot for the grand marshal of
the approaching parade.

Somewhere, 'tinder a cover
known only to them, bandit students adorn themselves with the
magical plant known as kudzu,
awaiting their moment to emerge.
When the long-anticipated
moment arrives, and students and
fans of all ages have lined themselves along the perimeter, of Old
Greenville Highway from Calhoun
Courts to Tillman Hall, ROTC
cadets bearing flags, followed closely by Central Spirit, form the head
of the formation.
They lead the massive formation
of students down the street to the
sound of cheering fans, Tiger Rag
and shouts of Kudzu Kids. The convertibles and floats lumber into the
street, spreading their Tiger spirit to
the rest of the crowd.
The procession comes to an end
near Tillman Hall and Bowman
field, but the day has not ended yet.
The students and fans flood into
the Amphitheater along with Tiger

Band Where cheerleaders, Rally
Cats and the mascots lead the
crowd in a massive pep rally for
Clemson students of past, present
and future.
Central Spirit President Jeff
Daniel stated that this year's First
Friday celebration will be featuring a few new additions to the festivities. Pamphlets that describe
the theme of each,float will be
handed out to onlookers to clear up
any,confusion of the past.
' Also, the pep tally at the
Amphitheater will boast a new
pyrotechnic display. There will
also be booths set up along the
parade route where students and'
fans can purchase Central Spirit
First Friday T-shirts. , ..
"[Central Spirit] was* told that
last year's was one of the^lSest ones,"
Daniel said. "It's going to. be a challenge toitop tfeat, but weliope to get
more student involvemejit."
University President' James

Barker will serve as the 27th grand
marshal of the parade entourage,
and the event will be held, as
always, rain or shine.
"It gives [students] something to
look forward to and get them
hyped up for the football season,"
Daniel said. "It unites the students
and gets them excited."

CLEMSON TRADITIONS: Students, alumni, and fans anxiously await the annualfestivities that kick off the 2000 Football season at Death Valley.

Football season filled with hope, high expectations
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

The 2000 Clemson football season welcomes an old companion
this season, one that has not been
seen for a while. The pressure of
high expectations has returned
and despite his pleadings, Head
Coach Tommy Bowden knows
there are plenty of reasons why
even the most optimistic Tiger fans
may be satisfied. But before the first
snap of the season, players and
coaches put in plenty of hard work
to create their finished product.
With off-season workouts and
two-a-days behind it, the team took
the next step on Saturday when it
held a 125-play scrimmage in
Death Valley. Although a dominant performance by a defense
missing All-Americans Keith
Adams and Robert Carswell might
cause some to worry, Bowden felt
admittedly comfortable with the

team just two weeks away from its
season opener with The Citadel.
"Overall it is good that the
defense is ahead," he said. "It makes
me feel more confident about our
team at this point. Our defense
might be pretty good this year."
Sophomore linebacker Rodney
Thomas led the way for the defense
with seven tackles (including one
tackle for loss), one sack and one
caused fumble. Freshman John
Leake and sophomore Brian Mance
each had five tackles. Leake had
one tackle for loss. Junior Altroy
Bodrick had two pass breakups,
one interception and one tackle,
which was for a loss. Junior
Braxton Williams also had a pass
break up and two tackles.
Red-shirt freshman Willie
Simmons played well and completed 11 of 22 passes for 121 yards. He
orchestrated a 2Tplay, 95-yard
touchdown drive for one of the few
offensive
highlights. Junior

Woodrow Dantzler struggled, overshooting many receivers while
completing 13 of 33 for 95 yards.
Sophomore Matt Schell passed for
42 yards with one touchdown and
one interception. He was 8-15 for
the day.
Bowden said defenses are often
ahead of offense at this stage in the
season. Also complicating matters
for the offense was the defense's
familiarity with the offensive playcalls and audibles.
"I'd rather have the defense way
ahead," _he said. "You win more
games with a dominating defense
than a dominating offense."
One positive was on special
teams, where Clemson hit five of
six field goal tries. Freshman kicker Aaron Hunt nailed all three of
his field goal attempts, hitting
from 40, 21 and 19 yards. Tony
Lazzara made a 25-yard field goal
and missed from 44 yards. Both
performed well in the kicking situ-

ations prior to the scrimmage. Bo
Charpia also split the uprights
from 32 yards.
"Tony Lazzara has had a good
fall and Aaron Hunt showed a live
leg today" said Bowden. "He didn't
miss a kick in the work we did
prior to the scrimmage."
In another battle for a starting
position, Bowden said Travis
Zachery has created separation
from sophomore Bernard Rambert
and highly-touted freshman Keith
Kelly. Both Rambert and Kelly
have been fighting minor injuries
and Zachery, a junior, returns off a
16-touchdown season.
Bowden has been pleased with
the development of depth at most
of the positions. The offensive line
continued its shuffling on
Saturday as Theo Mougors, who
started his Clemson career as a
defensive lineman, moved to center
as Kyle Young continues to be sidelined by a foot injury.

"I loved playing center," said
Mougros, who has played many
positions in his Clemson career.
"Anytime you move to another
position it gives you a fresh outlook. Center is a very important
position in our offense. I just want
to do what I can to help the team."
The other major development of
the scrimmage was a penalty
called on the offense for violating a
new NCAA rule. The rule states
that an offense cannot speed up to
the line of scrimmage and snap the
ball in an effort to catch the
defense off guard, which could
affect the short-yardage, full-backfield package that proved effective
last season. The penalty drew an
immediate inquiry from offensive
coordinator Rich Rodriguez and
the officials later told Bowden they
did not know if the play was a violation or not. The officials sent the
tape to the Commissioner's office
for a ruling.
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Apply M Person at 501 College Avenue
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flexible schedules
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Tuesday Night
Carryout Special
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Credit services to be offered
► New Student Financial
Education Service will help
students manage money.
JOHN ADAM WICKUFFE

assistant news editor
Students with less t'han perfect
spending habits now have help with
the Student Financial Education
Service. The cost-free service receives
support from the Clemson Alumni
Association and credit card issuer
MBNA.
It professes to educate students
on all credit and money management matters by giving assistance
with credit cards, spending and saving plans, managing school loans,
debt management and car and
home buying. The service also aids
with planning for checking and savings accounts, managing scholarship money balancing checkbooks,
credit management and repair and
saving for spring break.
"Basically we set up budgets for
students," said Ginny Lee Sherrow, a
senior majoring in financial management and advisor for the program. "We can help to repair credit
reports and file disputes on the students behalf."
The Alumni Association initiated
the concept of a financial education

service for students. Sherrow
described it as a "huge supporter" of
the program. In order to publicize the
program, it plans to distribute flyers,
advertise on radio and student media
and work with faculty and
University housing officials to raise
awareness. Informational presentations to be given this fall include
those on credit cards, money management and financial planning in
the real world. Any student organization or other campus group can
request the services of the program.
"It provides an awesome service,"
said Sherrow "This was something I
needed when I was a freshman."
Sherrow quickly pointed out that
the service is completely confidential
and completed on a one-on-one
basis.
Jeanine Ward-Roof, director of
the Office of Student Development
Services, explained that MBNA
helped to manage the program,
spending over $25,000 this year to
finance the service.
"MBNA offers credit to students,
so it was natural for them to also educate students about credit and budgets," said Ward-Roof.
The program is currently being
given a trial run for a year as a model
program. After a year, it will be evaluated for effectiveness.
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ens
diversity on Clemson's campus
FROM THE OFFICE OF MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS

The Office of Multicultural
Affairs provides a wide variety of
educational, developmental and
social programs for the students at
Clemson University.
The office promotes positive
messages to the University community that serve as a vehicle for
learning about the various cultures
that are part of our Clemson fami-

ly This includes targeting services
for our African American,
Hispanic, Asian American and
Native
American
students.
Recognition of the awareness
months observed by various
groups is one of the many ways
through which OMA achieves this
goal.
Awareness Months:
September—Hispanic Heritage
Month
:;
'November—
N a t i v e
American
Month
FebruaryBlack History
Month
;?
M a y Asian/Pacific
American
Heritage
Month
(Celebrated
in March at
Clemson).

courtesy of multicultural affairs

CEREMONIAL: Minority students light candles during
a ceremony.

Announcements
Events...
News....
Meetings...

Special

Advertising Rates
Available to Student
Organizations
Call The Tiger Advertising Department

656-2167
...All Clubs
...Organizations
...Fraternities
...Sororities

♦vVtf'.

P

ences.
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People:
This is a campus branch of the
NAACP with goals similar to
thoseof other local chapters.
National Society of Black
Engineers: This organization is
dedicated to the betterment of
tomorrow through the development of intensive programs for
increasing the recruitment, retention and successful graduation of
minorities in engineering and science.
Program
for
Educational
Enrichment and Retention: This
program provides support for new
minority engineering and science
students (freshman and transfer).
Mentors assist these students in
their adjustment to Clemson
University. Services provided also
include counseling, study hall,
seminars and social events.
Student Government Minority
Council: This council deals with
the concerns and needs of minority students at Clemson. They serve
as the "voice" of the minority students and report to Student
Government on issues affecting the
minority student population.
Society of Hisanic Professional:
The purpose of this organization is
to increase recruitment and retention of Hispanic engineering students at Clemson and to promote
the advancement of Hispanic engineers and scientists in employment
and education.
j^v Chi Eta Phi Nursing Sorority:
This organization is for minority
"students in the nursing program at

Multicultural Programs:
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs, as well as qthear UnUsjrsity
departments, pro\Iadds programs
and services to assist minority students in adjusting to-me at
Clemson. There are also student
organizations that do a fire|nendous amount of programming. The
following are programs, groups
and organizations availatoe gat
Clemson in this area.
Black Student Alliance: This
organization's
goal is to create and foster
a comprehensive support
network (culturally,
socially and
intellectually) for all
minority students on campus.
Council
for Minority
Business
courtesy of multicultural affairs
Students: This
QUICK
STEP:
Minority
students
participate
in a native
group
is
dance.
geared specifically to address the needs of Clemson.
University Union Minority
minority students with business
majors. The council consists stu- Activities Committee: This organidents that represent all areas of zation is part of the University
business.
Union Programs and Activities
CU Gospel Choir: This organi- Council. They offer social, educazation keeps up the tradition of tional and entertainment progood gospel music in various forms gramming specifically for, but not
that range from spirituals to tradi- limited to, the minority students at
Clemson University.
tional and modern songs.
Minorities in Agriculture,
OMA is here to serve Clemson
Natural Resources and Related students, faculty and staff. For
Sciences: This is a professional additional information, please feel
organization aimed at fostering free to contact us at the Office of
teamwork, professionalism, ser- Multicultural Affairs, Hendrix
viceand academic achievement for Center, Level 2, Box 344058,
students in the areas of agriculture, Clemson, SC 29634-4058, telenatural resources and related sci- phone (864) 656-7625.
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Entertaining humor^pnsN<*il Simon play serious respect
► Playwrite deliversfunny
material that gains acclaim
in The Good Doctor.
SUZANNE JAMIER

staff writer

We all know Neil Simon. At
least, we recognize the name as a
great one, connected to hits, such as
The Odd Couple, The Out of
Towners, and The Sunshine Boys.
Neil Simon is currently hailed as
the greatest American playwright,
having won numerous awards and
holding the record for most
Broadway hits in theater history.
Yet, Simon hasn't always been the
established playwright that he is
today. In fact, after graduating from
high school in New York he went to
New York University and entered
their engineering program, He
never completed the program
because he decided to join the Air
Force.
Fortunately, Simon never made

Neil Simon has often expressed
it to combat because a week later
World War II ended., i j ■ I .'j.i:;rj disappointment; in the film indusHe ended up back in New^ York try in which nothing is successful
writing for radio and - television unless it's aibig hit. It's obvious to
shows. Many of his early cdmedies see in his pkys, particularly this
of the 1960's andl 70's, while /suc- ones, hiS' affyfiity for the underdog
cessful, left critics doubting ,ahd the! overlooked, for small (and
Simon's ability to deal with serious funny) beginnings, for fun for the
material, which in the world of crit- sake iQf ■ fiin. Of writing the play
ics translates to substance. All Simon says, "It was a digress for a
doubts were dismissed with the moment, a joyous experience for
debut of his autobiographical trilo- me." This sentiment is felt throughgy in the 1980's> and certainly.jbyr i out the play, especially through the
1991 when Simon won the Pulitzerrr fcomedic narrative punctuation of
Prize for Lost in Yonkers.
,! i j* trj \ the segments.
The Good Doctor premiered-inj i | The play is narrated by a
1973 in New York and is,one of Russian writer of the late nineSimon's less serious works,The play 1 I teenth century, who is representais an adaptation of various/shout tive of a young Chekhov because of
stories by Anton Chekhov, another the time.period and the material
great man front another itimeowho but is also representative of Simon
started out with funny.dighfc Mater- because of his concern for his legaial and gradually maderKis/way to cy.
The Writer (played by RW.
substance, and critical acclaim.
Chekhov's;- > wellhiknowir works Smith) is, like all writers great
include The Seuf;GwUrtartd:jThe and small, plagued by writer's
block. As this writer interacts
Three Sisters, fnbih i amoc
n 1) orfw .'biu; y!

with the audience, explaining his
dilemma to them, he inadvertently stumbles upon various story
ideas, which take shape on the
stage.
The play was directed by Chip
Egan, who appears opposite his
real-life wife (Diane Egan) in one of
the vignettes, Too Late fpr
Happiness. Their performance,
which had a nice musical touch,
was well done and touching.
While Egan is very familiar
with Simon's work, this was his first
time directing a Simon play. Yet, the
goal of the director and cast (R.W.
Smith, Casey Cregan, John Keebler,
Katie Connell, RJ. Monson, and
Christina Desiderio) was to have
fun, and it showed. The performances were sharp, witty, and
hilarious.
Each cast member played several roles, ranging from a maturing
boy to a snobby general. R.W Smith
was hilarious as The Writer, as was
Casey Cregan as Cherdykov, the

paranoid sneezer.
PJ Monson absolutely shined
in The Audition, and Katie
Connell was nothing short of perfect as the Creature in The
Defenseless Creature. Christina
Desiderio did an exceptional job
of confounding the seducer in
The Seduction, and John Keebler
was both funny and endearing as
Antosha, the boy.
Overall, the performance
remained true to intentions with
which the play was written. The
originality of the play and the
enthusiasm of the cast were exceptional and unexpected of this summer performance.
I only wish that the next performance comes sooner and manages
somehow to exceed the high standard set by this performance of The
Good Doctor, which played from
August 1-5 in the Bellamy Theater.
In my eagerness for more, I must
remind myself that the school year
has just begun.
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All Majors Welcome!
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professional and fun
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One piece missingfrom the 1999-2000 puzzle
But the biggest disappointment came
As the anticipation of the new sports
year rolls in, you can't help but look amidst the Cajuns' celebration, which no
back just one more time at how great doubt included some taunting. After a
last year was. Tommy Bowden's first homerun in the third game of their series
Clemson squad gave us a bowl trip and with South Carolina, Louisiana-Lafayette
many thrills, Shawn Crawford exemplified got into a shouting match with the
Clemson's track excellence and the golf Gamecocks after their bench came out to
and soccer teams had great season as usual. celebrate and talk trash to the catcher. The
But when I think back to the sports year lack of sportsmanship became apparent
again when Singleton
that was 1999-2000, I
found himself jawing
can't help but feel it is
with one of the Cajuns
somewhat incomplete.
who would rather talk
No, it wasn't a missed
championship or a longLouis Garmendia smack than celebrate his
team's dramatic victory.
awaited men's basketball
sports editor
What followed was even
win at Chapel Hill, but
more unfortunate.
an incident that didn't
Clemson's
Casey
even happen during
Stone, a scrappy rightcompetition.
The Clemson baseball team won 51 fielder and leadoff man who had a great
games and stomped all over Mississippi season, came running in from left field
State in the Super Regional to avenge the and shoved the Louisiana-Lafayette playprevious year's disappointment and make er from behind while he was talking to
it back to the College World Series. The Singleton. He was no doubt trying to
Tigers defeated San Jose State but then lost back up his teammate who may have
to Stanford, setting up an elimination been threatened, but the frustration of a
match with Louisiana-Lafayette. Both close loss and the realization that the seateams played a classic game, but Clemson son was over regrettably caused Stone to
came up short when Rick Haydel slid in have an error in judgment.
Luckily, the fracas was minor and
just before Justin Singleton's throw to the
coaches from both teams prevented it
plate arrived.

from getting out of hand. But it never and couldn't come up with any kind of
should have happened,' and now the justification. Hey, I like the fact that we
beautiful 1999-2000 season has a black don't take taunting lying down and I have
eyC. Stone's action was, to be blunt, totally no problem with literally going down
classless. What makes it worse was what fighting. But there is no honor in ganging
up on someone when he is not expecting
he didn't do: apologize.
Casey, you are one of my favorite players it
and your gritty play makes you a great repJust as Time magazine honors
resentative for all of us little guys out there. Clemson as the Public University of the
I do not know you personally, but from Year, it is obvious that the school has a lot
what I've heard you are a nice guy and the: of good things going on. I would like to
Omaha incident seems Out of your charac- i think that most of it is driven by good
ter. But you need to prove it by apologizing! 3 people. Good people make mistakes, but
Not to just your teammates, the students or' : they also try to make amends. Casey, I
Clemson fans, but everyone associated !; implore you to issue a public apology
with Clemson. The game 'was -televised once the baseball season gets going again.
nationally by ESPNva^d>"undoubtedly > salt is the right thing to do. Maybe you have
made an impression offiviWgfS who knowj ^already apologized and I missed it. But if
little or nothing about otifcsohoelHMariy ofc Jnthat is the case, a whole lot of other peothem now think of Clemson aj) the school; ■i 'pie missed it too.
with fighting rednecks. 'LbelievesthaTis akiJ ii /■' I do not like reliving the end of that
incorrect assessment, but whyshcfdkiTheyi a: 'game any more than anyone else does, but
think otherwise?
i;i.o£> [j;onirj b i ^the fact is it still bothers me and a whole lot
I felt horrible after that game'ahd1© N o§ other people. All I am asking for is clocall from my 86-year old'-granBrnotheri sure to a dark sports moment in Clemson
asking my why that happened didn't .^history A lack of poise is a mistake. A lack
make me feel any better. Myuncle, who of retribution is a tragedy.
graduated from Clemson, alsS'c'a'irecf a*f?ri*
said that incident made him^djeel Louis Garmendia is a graduate student in
ashamed to be an alumnus. I loj/e Ma$ng the MBA prgram. Email comments to letdevil's advocate, but I felt the same way ters@tiger.clemson.edu.

2000C1
Football
DEL
Sept2 vs.'
Sept9
vs. ssoum
Sept 16 vs. W.FOREST
SeptZ
confidence, pride,

gri

and plenty of time
to shower before calculus*
In Army ROTC, you'!!, get to do some pretty challenging stuff,
Stuff that builds character and discipline. Not to mention *
muscles, You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.

JIHIVIY R0fC Unlike any other college .course you can take*
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Thurs.? Aug. 24

Shades of Grey & opening band «10 pm • Edgar's

Thurs»? Aug, 24

Nine-Ball Tourney • Union Underground • 7pm

Aug. 25

Cosmic Bowling with DJ Robot • 10pm - 2am
First 50 in free! * Union Underground

FOM

Oal.j Ally, &LXD
I

More Cosmic Bowling * 10pm - 2am
First 50 in free! • Union Underground
Big Day Party • Edgar's/Underground Plaza
9

Tues., Aug. 29

Welcome Back Party • Edgar's/Underground Plaza
Bowling Tournament * Union Underground • 8pm
BilliardsTbumey
Every Thurs.
8pm
&

For More Information:
Stop by Edgar's or
the Union Underground
or call 656-5838 .

f\

5
>
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JO/M a Bowling League
MoreTburneys...
* Cfcess * Air Hockey»Foosbaii *
* F/flg Fo/ig • Spades • Wear fs *
* Checkers * Darts •

Come to the Underground and
sign up to join a Bowling League.
Registration is Aug. 23-Oct. 1.
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Home Improvement Warehouse

Improving Home Improvement

GoldStar
0.7 Cu. Ft. Compact
Microwave Oven
• 700 watt • Recessed turntable system • 3 one-touch
menus 'Child safety lock (MA-780M) #105687

for Your Dorm Room
or Apartment
' rjfe^

$397
1.8 Cu. Ft.
Compact Refrigerator
• Freezer with ice cube tray
• Adjustable automatic thermostat
• 1 full width refrigerator shelf
#114043

$89
■
$
15 Rebate
$7M After
*/•! Rebate

6' x 9' Bound
Berber Rug

LASKO

Super Backpack

♦ Extremely durable 'Great
for heavy traffic #31552

Reach-Through Handle
Laundry Basket
•White * Durable reinforced handle
and rim area #33264

• Storage pockets ♦ Padded non-slip
shoulder straps • Mesh water bottle
holder #117166

20" Box Fan
• 22'/i"H x 21X"W x 5?S"0 «3 speed
motor * Steel body #39574

Back to School! Back to Lowe's!
$397

23.5 Gallon
Storage Locker
•32"U17"Wx12'/i"H
•Rust-resistant metal plated
latches • Molded-in handles
on each end #17465

94

Your Choke Batteries
• long-life
alkaline batteries
•Safer for the
^J 4 Pack
environment, no
#33315; mercury added
98839

$037

Desk Chair
Adjustable, swivel seat
Durable polyester fabric
#65905

Anderson, SC
3515 Clemson Boulevard,
Next to Target
(864) 964-9228

VA"

Your Choice

Combination
Padlock

$C97

5

• Stainless steel
case •Easy-to-read
numbers #60070

8 Pack
#33313;
98797

Your Choice

*19

97

Trimstyle Phone
with Caller ID
•Grape or strawberry
colors * Mute function
• Flash function • Last
number redial 'Ringer
on/off switch #111831,4

5 Shelf Unfinished
Wood Shelving Unit
• Pre-assembled shelves tested
up to 300 lbs. #66530

Easley, SC
6068 Calhoun
Memorial Highway
(864) 306-6767

• Wc gd-otuitee ovr ewrydoy COflytHrVe prices, ti you tied e tower everyday or cdvertrsed price GO an identical stock rfem of any total ttci competitor that has. th.e item in
ffocr. wv'$ beat lhe*r ptite by 10% when voc bi<y fro;" vi Jutitmngvs the competitor's, tpmml cd, or vte'tl col' to res-fy the item's pticv thai yav nave round. Cajfy'cfiarge
cord and carry pi>rcf<ojei oftfy. Competitors cioseot>f, specie! order, discontinued, clearance, Itqcido'too and damaged item* are excluded frarr. ihi% offer. United la
fWOionobV MMtfi&N for homeowner and one-boute o'dei quantities for cosh and cany contractor* Cunent tn-ikyre prke, iffow^r, overrides lewre's advertised price. Pnce

Organizer Desk Lamp
• Black • Flexible neck adjusts
light up and down • Revolving
organizer base for storing small
desk supplies #112453

Seneca, SC
199 Bilo Plaza
(864) 885-2000

guarantee honored trf a". tow*'* fatal foflofiQftS tahor charges for prcxJvt'- mtfofiafoon ore WfduoW rrnm out puce guarantee offer -.c. aw slow <*ifft or fnsraffed Safes
Program. Visit store for coropfe'e detail. pnces may vary afar Aug-.>*l !/, 2000, if there a^e ma'ket rt»«f*ns See sto'e for de*-3:r; regarding prozhc* ffocenhes. We Mtttne
Hie rigid Jo tmH qpaaS^ts

Howe's* 2000 Lowe's* is o registered trademark of IF Corporation #3103 A

_
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Students for Environmental
Awareness gear up for fall

Find the L

► SEAfocuses on bettering
the worlds environment by
first betterimCkmSOn's.

price wit

TERRY GREENE JR.

staff writer

Compare prices at dozens of stores including.,.
Amazon
bbsii j biiy.com
q? Bam€s & Noble
<fl gni
eCampus
8

:K3X.i;

H a'rtrwrr
3£D yJrrrr
'■qa ,1ns/-

Powell's
Borders

RESTRiOCKRUYS
www,bestbookbuys.com
*/

FALL

Clemson University students
have many opportunities to get
involved among diverse organizations.
While some are larger than others, Students for Environmental
Awareness is the on campus student organization devoted to raising awareness about and preserving our environment.
In an effort to break the stereotype "treehugger" catch phrase,
SEA is active in several on campus
activities.
The largest project of course is
the annual Earth Day happening
held during the spring. This past
semester's event hosted several
local businesses, local bands, and
important groups such as the
Sierra Club and Sustainable
Universities Initiative. Earth Day is
held worldwide on April 22.
Another of SEAs primary focal
points is on campus recycling. The

(WELL, AT

big blue recycUng bins located
outdoors are picked up on Friday
afternoons and taken to Kite Hill

Recycling Center for processing.
Adopt-A-Shore is a program
undertaken in an effort to reduce
the trash and other debris left
around the banks and various
campsites on Lake Hartwell. These
excursions are usually on Saturday
afternoons and are taken on by
dedicated volunteers.
Also in the near future, SEA
hopes to implement a vermicomposting program and construct a
bin for the collection process of
food waste.
This would provide less expensive fertilizer for flowers and
plants by collecting food that is
discarded from the campus cafeterias and other dining facilities.
And what could be more
appropriate for the Clemson
Tigers than SEAs "Tigers for
Tigers" issue? There has been interest of this issue in the past, therefore the main goal is to raise funds
which are directed towards the
research, conservation, and protection of wild tigers.
SEA encourages all students

LEAST THE CD
WE'RE GIVING AWAY DOES)

FREE TUNES WHEN YOU OPEN A WACHOVIA

And a free check card, free
use of Wachovia ATMs (they're all over the place)
and free Online Banking. Try to find another bank
that gives you all this, plus the music of Train,
Josh Joplin, Stir and 10 other artists.
COLLEGE ACCOUNT.

TO OPEN A COLLEGE ACCOUNT AND RECEIVE A
FRESH CD* STOP BY ANY BRANCH. OR FOR MORE
DETAILS, CHECK OUT WWW.WACHQVIA.COM

WACHOVIA
Le

§ttrted!

*One CD per account, while supplies last.
Wachovia Bank, N.A., is a member FD1C.
Account subject to approval. ©Wachovia Corporation
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Greek Life... Thirty Years of Tradition
\ First Friday
The annual First-Friday parade is scheduled for Friday, September 1,
beginning at 6:00 p.m. on Highway 93 in front of campus. This parade
is the kick-off ta the football season and serves to raise the spirits of
our students, alumni, and faithful fans. The floats in the parade are
built by the fraternities and sororities at Clemson. The following
Greek organizations will be participating this year:
Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Gamma Rho
Kappa Delta
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
Chi Omega
Gamma Sigma Sigma Delta
Delta Delta
The theme for the Fall 2000 parade is "Honoring Clemson Traditions."
All floats will also highlight the success of various sports teams. The
parade is coordinated by the Centta! Spirit organization.

Come Check Us Out!
Interfraternity Council Recruitment:

Homecoming Festivities
The Interfraternity Council (IFC) is the governing body for the 21 men's
DISPLAYS
fraternity chapters at Clemson University that are affiliated with the
During the week before Clemson's Homecoming, Bowman
National Interfraternity Conference, Inc. (NIC).
Field becomes the site for many fraternity men, who work diligently
Wednesday, August 23 - Friday, August 25 (11: a.m. -1:00p.m.):
on their organization's display. This event, sponsored by Central
Information Table - Union Loggia
Spirit, allows each organization to produce a stationary or moving
*Rush registration forms available
display, made of wood, chicken wire, and*omps. Each is judged on
Monday, August 28 (6:30p.m. - 7:00p.m.)
several criteria, and the winners are announced at the football game on
Rush Convocation - Tillman Auditorium
Saturday.
\ji
ATTENDANCE REQUIRED
The festivities for 2000 will be during the week of October
*Rush registration forms available
8-14, with the conclusion being on Saturday, October 14 at the
Monday, August 28 - Tuesday, August 29 (7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.)
Homecoming game versus Maryland.
IFC Smokers - Fraternity Area
*Rush registration forms available
(Last chance to register for IFC Fall Rush)
TIGERAMA
Wednesday, August 30 - Thursday, August 31
Tigerama, the largest student-run pep'filly, is held
Famous Greeks annually
IFC Invite Parties - various locations
the night before Clemson's Homecoming football
Neil Armstrong
Invites distributed by individual organizations
game. This grand production is put on by Blue Key
Maya Angelo
National Honor Society and held in Death Valley Stadium.
Friday, September 1 (11:00 a.m. - 3:00p.m.)
Jimmy
Buffett
IFC Bid Distribution - IFC Room/ Wannamaker Basement
Cheerleaders, Rally Cats, sky divers, fireworks, and the
Carol Burnett
Homecoming Court are just a few of the exciting events
George Bush
National Pan-Hellenic Council Fallfest:
that occur at Tigerama.
Bill Cosby
Fallfest is designed as an introduction to traditionally AfricanClemson University organizations, including njanyV
Katie Couric
American Greek letter organizations, their members, and their
fraternities and sororities, are chosen to participate in the
Sheryl Crow
activities. Fallfest was created to facilitate accurate and timely
skit competition. Organizations put together comicS skits
Leeza
Gibbons
information dissemination to students about requirements and
and perform them on the field in Death Valley. The skats
John Goodman
opportunities for joining NPHC member organizations. Fallfest
are judged, and the winners are announced at the end o'
Amy Grant
also strives to foster a sense of community among NPHC memTigerama.
Come join us for Tigerama on Friday, October 13, j
bers through a series of educational, social, and service activities. ■ Jesse Jackson
Michael Jordan
2000. The evening is sure to be full of excitement and Sunday, August 27:
John F. Kennedy
entertainment for all! ■
Orientation
Location: TBA
Mandatory for anyone planning on applying for
membership in an NPHC organization
Monday, August 27- Thursday, August 31:
Voter Registration and display tables
Union Loggia/ Hendrix Student Center
Friday, September 1:
First Friday Parade - 6:00 p.m. Highway 93
Fallfest Step Show - 7:00 p.m. Tillman Auditorium
Saturday, September 2
Tailgate and football game

David Letterman
Elvis Presley
Ronald Reagan
Sam Walton
Dionne Warwick
Sarah Weddington

Panhellenic Recruitment Schedule
The Panhellenic Council (Panhel) is the governing body for the 10
women's fraternity and sorority chapters at Clemson University. The
Fall Recruitment process will take, place from August 20 - 28, 2000. /
Recruitment Booklet should have been recieved by each incoming
freshman and transfer female eariler this summer. To avoid a late
registration fee, your registration form must be mailed on or before
July 21, 2000. If you have not received a booklet, please call the
Panhellenic Office at (864) 656-7826 or contact the Office of Greek
Life. The schedule is as follows:
Sunday, August 20 - Panhellenic Orientation
Tuesday, August 22 - Round I
Thursday, August 24 - Round II
Friday, August 25 - Round II
Saturday. August 26 - Round III
Sunday, August 27 - Preference Parties
Monday, August 28 - Bid Day

Order of Omega
The Order of Omega is a national honorary student organization made up of the top 1% of fraternity and sorority
leaders across the country. The Epsilon Kappa Chapter at
Clemson University sponsors two major programs each
year.

The Great Greek Give-A-Way is a Greek toy drive that benefits the
children served by Country Santa, a local non-profit organization.
This annual program enhances the lives of many children in our
community.
Greek Week takes place during the Spring semester. This is an opportunity for Greek organizations and their members to come together to
' participate in activities that encourage interaction and friendly competition. Some of the events during Greek Week 2000 include: 3-on-3
Basketball; Greek Song, Dance, and Step; Greek Games; Annual
Greek Awards Banquet; and a canned food drive to benefit Clemson
Community Care.
210 rlendrix otudenf Center
Clemson, SC 29634-4056

Phone: (864) 656-5827
Fax: (864)656-1858
tmail: (^KLLIvQsclemson.edu
Website: www.clemson.edu/~C^KLti\
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The Top 21 Things To Do In
Tiger Town
PHILLIP CASTON AND ROB BARNLTT

freedom fighters

For freshmen, finding the perfect thing to do in Clemson can
be a challenge if one doesn't
know where to look. Even upperclassmen may be unaware of some
of the opportunities available in
this little town. So, in no particular
order, here are the top 21 entertain:
ment items for all Tiger folk.
1. Drinking alcohol/Going to bars

Phillip: I've been known to occasionally stop in a bar or two during
my spare time, and getting drunk
downtown is definitely a fun and
favorite pastime of Clemson students. Just make sure you have a
ride home and you're legal... I'd
never advocate underage drinking,
of course.
Rob: Yeah Phillip, make sure you
have a ride home. I don't drink.

Phillip: Who needs a swimming
pool for a refreshing dip? Who
needs chlorine for sanitation? Just
watch out for algae in your hair the
next day.
Rob. There is not any algae in the
reflection pond. I know from experience. It is cleaner than your average college student's bathroom.
3. Visit the Botanical Gardens
0flD<WAl

Phillip: This location, situated
on Perimeter Road, is a great place
to relax, study, take:a< walk, or bring
that special somedneitoibond. And
if you're like sarrief^my friends,
you can bring thatispecial someone
there late at nighns© the University
Police can catch yeg.1
3rtip§ m
Rob. And whatever you do, it is
not a place to go and get high. I like
to go out th^neat night and play my
guitar. T.hens/tone hut has good
acoustics.

just lying out in the sun. Or watching the girls lying out in the sun.

4. Play computer games

Phillip: It's a classic way to kill
,time, either with friends or just by
yourself. If you live on campus,
sometimes you can interact with a
dozen of your friends at once in virtual combat. Just remember to
break for some fresh air.
Rob: Take a break! My roommates last year were video game
addicts. It was disgusting the
amount of time these guys spent at
their computer killing people in a
virtual world. I watched their social
skills regress. How scary?
5. Hang out at Bowman Field:

Phillip: If you graduate from
Clemson without spending a
sunny afternoon on Bowman Field,
you didn't really graduate from
Clemson. Nothing relieves the
stress of class like playing a pickup
game of volleyball or football, or

Rob: I work on my awesome tan
out there. Sometimes I'll pick up a
football and try to throw it.

when the sun is setting, you're in for
one of the most beautiful sites
you'll ever see.
Rob It is sometimes nice to stay
past sunset to watch for shooting

6. Appeal a parking ticket:

Phillip: Nothing makes you feel
more American than fighting the
University's most evil institution.
It's inevitable... if you park on campus, you will get a ticket. You have
nothing to lose by fighting the system.
Rob: I fight the system as a matter of principle. I don't always win,
but it is better than allowing those
in power to commit inequities
without strife.
7. Take a trip to the dikes at sunset:

Phillip: If you visit one of the
nearby dikes at Clemson right

I DINT FROW UPH: I/you're legal,
enjoy a brew in Tiger Town
Tavern... or get kicked out ifyou
just turned 21.

2. Swim in Reflection Pond

8-333-PLAY

Casino & Sportsbook
We are a full service Race and Sportsbook and virtual Casino offering
telephone and on-line wagering. Our casino has over two dozen
great casino games with no download, and our Sportsbook accepts:

UP TO

i

BONUS

USE CODE CC1

TALL
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stars.
•
8. Get kicked out of Tiger Town
Tavem:
<r Phillip; If you don't know how
to do this, just get drunk enough
down there one night. You'll figure
it out.
*
Rob: The best time to do this is on
your 21 birthday. Several of my
comrades have experienced this
phenomenon. The bouncers there
must be psychic. One of my friends
threw up in the bathroom walked
out and then was expelled from the
premises. He was expelled in style
though - smoking a cigar in defiance all along.

Clemson has oodles of pizza joints
all over town that deliver far into
the night. It's a perfect phone call to
one of them late at night after partying hard.
Rob. I prefer to stumble and purchase pizza. Aside from a trip to
Huddle House, you can't beat ending an evening on the town with a
stop at Peppinos.
11. Get some Clemson ice cream:
Phillip: Located at Tiger Treats
in the canteen of the Hendrix
Student Center, Clemson serves up
some of the finest cold dairy products around. Personally, a Coke and
vanilla ice cream float makes me a
happy boy.

9. Work for a media group:
Phillip: What better way to get
^our voice heard on campus? Look
up your campus media groups to
see how to get involved. I've heard
the newspaper is pretty cool and
-stuff.

Rob: Aramark has reduced the
authenticity of the Clemson ice
cream experience. They should
have continued selling their treats
at the Ag Center. A strawberry
shake is where it's at.

10. Order a pizza:
Phillip: Sounds simple, but

Phillip: Who cares how well you
sing? Not many drunks do. If you're
in TD's on Tuesday nights (located
downtown) or in Charlie T's by the
lake on Fridays, you can croon
some of your favorite tunes in front
of your fellow students. I'm the best

PAGE
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Britney Spears singer in Tiger
Town. You're not.

Rob: By the time I drink enough
beer to comfortably do karaoke'the
bar is closing. It isiun to watch
other people make an ass of themselves.
13. Play trivia at Rockhopper's:
Phi Hip: Rockhopper's, located in
the Ramada Inn on corner of
Highway 123 and 76, offers a trivia
contest every Thursday night at 8
p.m. Bring your team by 7:30 p.m.
and sign up for the most challenging competition in Clemson. When
you leave, you'll know you're not as
smart as you think.
Rob I have never prided myself
at memorizing useless trivia. Trivia
knowledge is a complete waste. I
would rather kill those extra brain
cells with a few beers.
14. Tailgate before and after football games:

12. Sing karaoke:
Rob: The radio station is cool too,
but you have to be different to work
there. The newspaper is cool, as
long as you are not communist.

THE TIGER ■

Phillip: Up north, this is what
you do when you ride someone's
bumper to close on the highway.
Welcome to South Carolina. Down
here, tailgating is what you do with
family and friends before and after
football games. You stand or sit near
you cars, you eat lots of food (i.e.,

: ::
,

'

■,

GRAB EM AND GROWL: Whether playing a pickup game orjust relaxing,
Bowman Field is a longstanding student favorite gathering place.
fried chicken), you drink plenty of
beer and you talk about everything
from social life to how bad USC's
football team is;this year. If you
don't do this beforehand after a
Clemson football gamev there wasn't any point in you going to begin
with.
. i.'.

football game day while people are
tailgating. They look the other way
when people violate the open container laws on football game days. If
we could only convince them that
it was OK to tailgate everyday.

Rpb I generally end up tailgating through the entire game. What
is football anyway? Some sport
used as an excuse to have a party
with 80 thousand of your closest
friends. Cops even try to act cool on

Phillip: For those that need to
stay
physically
fit,
Fike
Recreational Center offers students
free physical activity of all varities... even checking out girls doing
SEE TOP 21, PAGE 15

15. Pump iron in Fike:

GJJ5HD
WELCOME CLEMSON STUDENTS
BI-LO HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED FROM FOOD TO FURNITURE FOR YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT

Saucier
3 Shelf
Bookcase
i,ii^:'„ix:miJ
Sauder

$04 99

21

w;hi,k,StipyiKs» tot

18

$JQ99

Cart
uiira'.ii

msm~

Sauder
Audio/Visual

While Suwlies last

$

21

uiiL-:'..ix:'WM
Refrigerators Q
'liiftaMM*-

Sharp
Microwave
friiMWBWMii-

6 ft. x 9 ft
Dorm
Rug
y.'xv.'-.i

Bl - ID

6 Pack

BI-LO
Soft Drinks
<,! t * WDM. V«*i4 *r*m WlfWthm UftMft

1

$4 00
OFF

REGULAR ^K^
RETAIL

While Sup-plfys Last

%7%7

BI-LO Hot Stuffed
Sandwiches
SO

1

$4 00
OFF

99

While Supplies tast

SQQ99

99
$4Q99
19

.WMte.&w.i'ite l*»i.

White Supplies La»t

Dl - LD
BONUSCARD CLEMSON STUDENT COUPON
9 oz. Asst. Vm.

BONUSCARD CLEMSON STUDENT COUPON

99

REGULAR
RETAIL

*>-
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We are the original boy band.
Join us.
656-2150

Baby, bye bye bye!
—

Fall Work $11.00 BASE/APPT |
1

@ CharismaArtA
11 5 Hwy. 123 in SerraGa
id 3

i.jo br i

Fme%aircuts for
Wemson students
tuesday with Ju$k
Appointments arid
ID's required.

PT/FT,Flexible Schedules (Days, Evenings, Weekends Available

SCHOLARSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
Customer Sales/Service, Full Training
Conditions Apply. Limited Postitions.

Call Now. (864) 284-9675
www.workforstudents.com/np

nil

882-2299
Cool Colors For
Guys & Gals

featuring Redkin-Sebastian
HAIR PRODUCTS
Clemson Office Products

fit jL ^e Division of Student Affairs jSPL
IpPllcorries J311 Students to Clemson Tintvers y *,
We Wish you the very best for a great year!
You are invited to call or come by any of the Student Affairs Departments to learn more about *
the many student programs and activities we offer and sponsor.
Almeda Jacks
Rusty Guill
Altheia Richardson
Tony Dickerson
Andrew Watkins

656-2161
656-0935
656-7625
656-5263
656-1655

STUDENT LIFE
Associate Vice President & Dean of Students
Campus Recreation
Career Services
Counseling & Psychological Services
Health Services
Judicial Services
Student Development Services
University Union & Student Center

Joy Smith
Jim Pope
Jeff Powell
Michael Diane
George Clay
Alesia Smith
Jeanine Ward-Roof
George Smith

656-0471
656-7616
656-2152
656-2451
656-2233
656-0510
656-0515
656-5827

UNIVERSITY HOUSING
Associate Vice President & Executive Director
Housing Administrative Services
Housing Facilities
Residential Life
Information Technology Services

Verna Howell
Greg Padgett
Randy Rice
Gary Campbell
Steve Robbins

656-2295
656-1151
656-5453
656-1151
656-0591

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
Associate Vice President
Emergency Preparedness
Fire & EMS
Law Enforcement & Safety
Parking Services
Municipal Court

Mary Poore
Mary Poore
Lew RIley
Lonnie Saxon
Joe Granger
Deborah Culler

656-0470
656-0470
656-2242
656-7389
656-2270
656-5288

210 Victoria Square

654-6396
Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon-Fri
f

Ink Jet Cartridges,
Digital Phones,
School

Valid through September 30. Limit one per customer. Must be
presented to salesperson before purchase.

This
Coupon
Good
For

30%

O

on regular
priced
purchases
during one
shopping
trip!

Clemson Office Products
College Avenue | Victoria Square | Clemson
Sale Items Not Included

Customer Service & Satisfaction Are Always #1

*

VICE PRESIDENT'S STAFF
Vice President for Student Affairs
Assistant to the Vice President
Director of Multicultural Affairs
Student Affairs Business Officer
Student Affairs Development Officer

•

»

*

>

•

♦I
i m

ITf F ff ■£
f 1/mwr
^' B
y%*m¥ *J
Wv

*

^pfF*
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Can you meet deadlines?
Are you reliable?
W& might have
a jab for" yam*

TOP 21
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FROM PAS

aerobics.

Rob I work out at Fike for about
two hours everyday. I like to go
there so that I can listen to B93.7
while I work out. By working out I
was able to keep off that freshman
15.
16. Go to Huddle House:

THE TIGER
6 5 6-2150

Woodhaven GOK

"Largest On Course Pro Shop In The Upstate'1
"Name brand equipment with a low price guarantee"

Public 9 hole golf course &
driving range
Affordable Golf for Students
Green Fee just $7.00 for 9 holes

1 Mile East Of The Pendleton Town Square
Cherry Street • Pendleton, SC
For More Information Call 646-9511

Phillip: I mock your Waffle
House. Its eggs. Its bacon. Its
sausage. And especially its cash
only system. Huddle House is the
premiere after hours drunk hangout. Just don't pass out there, or your
friends will steal your bacon. We
also plot our world conquest there.
Rob: It is true that world conquests are plotted in all night diners
while smoking cigarettes and
drinking coffee. It is questionable
whether Huddle House is better
than Waffle House. This is the illusion of choice. Once during freshman year, my friends and I had
such a craving for Huddle House
we walked there all the way from
campus. The first thing that I do
after returning from an international journey is eat at the Waffle
House.

MAKE THE GRADE with...

8

A " RENTS

/$$?£&& &0M{f0f*£g' off/feme*

YOUR HEMOOUMRTBRS FOR
m*mr m^mr m m

17. Join an intramural team:
Phillip: Too■ athletically challenged to play for a varsity team at
Clemson? I was. After three years
here, I'm even more dhyllenged. But
intramural teams are for everyone.
Stop by Fike to find out when
signups are for each sport.
Rob: Where can I signup for
Guatemalan ice fishing?
18. Attend a fraternity/sorority
party:

A+ Rents - Composite

mm

NATURAL FUN: Visiting the Botanical Gardens is one of the more relaxingactivities to do at Clemson.

mm mm mmmJmnm mmmw *lf^ mum m M mm m mr mmm- m mm maJm*

mm

mUm m m

• Washers & Dryers
• Camcorders
• Computers m
• Stereos
• Pagers
• VCRs
♦ Beds
• TVs

20. Sleep in an obscure place on
campus:
Phillip: Take a snooze somewhere odd between classes. The
Amphitheater is good, but it's not
that original. Find somewhere no
one would expect. People will see
you and it will inspire them to do
the same. But don't sleep in too private of a place. The squirrels will
kill you.

Phillip: If you aren't in a frat, this
could be practically impossible to
do. But if you're a girl, you're generRob. I take naps in the library in
ally welcomed. At the beginning of ^between class. This is really an act
the year, however, there are plenty «of laziness. I am too lazy to go to
of fraternity and sorority functions bed early and get enough sleep at
for you to attend if you're interested night.
in going Greek. Or if you just want
21. Fight communism:
to snag some beer.

Phjl lip: It's your duty.

Rob: I tried this once. I prefer to
be a GDI.
19. Go out on the lake:
Phillip: Find a friend with a
boat. Join the sailing club. Get out
on the lake some time when the
weather is nice. It's not hard to figure out why.

Rob\ Figiu capitalism. Fight
democrats. Fi^ht republicans more.
Fight parking -^rvices. Fight evil.
Fight the system*
Did we miss one? Tell us what your
top thingtodo in Clemson is. Email
us at letters@tiger.clemson.edu

Getyourvoi , ieardwithSt„ [entMedia!
Clemson Cabje Network
lemsomicl^Mpi^sj0j.pn

Clems

:ine
TAPS

Clemson s yea;
56-8f,
Thel%er
ism's si udent navspdf
«,V 656-M50 /
if Tjgcjr limnOheper
coiifc rvaUve^djion a j
£56-4637. , i h

NOW GFFERImm'G.

Monthly yShort Term
Rates
▲
Rates

Rob Boats are fun. Pirates roam
the seas so you have to be careful,
but it is a risk worth taking.

Student
Kates

Bi-Lo Plaza, Pendleton

. I'^MWiF'

\

646-5705 or (800) 579-3702

idents.

pa today.

MONrFRi 9-6
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Why miss out?
656-2150.
http://tigeEclemson.eduv

fcstore

9

Clems€n s Lcwest
Textbook Prices!
NEW & USED BOOKS!
All f re/hmaft Textbooks flvoiloble
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Regular Hours: Monday - Friday 9am - 5:30 am Saturday 10am - 5pm
Vi it u online at www.clem onbook .net

Cash, Checks, & All Major Credit Cards Gladly Accepted
(Tigerstripe is unavailable to off-campus merchants)

101 Sloan Street

654-2005
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The Tiger's Guide to the Summer Blockbusters
The Patriot

Saturday August 26th
8 am -12 pm
Unitarian Fellowship
226 Pendleton Road in Clemson

Add to your apartment or dorm room!

Now Open! Come visit us!!!

novelty of mutants and their extraordinary powers.

(rated R) Directed by Roland
Emmerich (Independence Day,
Stargate), The Patriot hit theaters
just in time for July 4, and no other\
movie sparked as much of a patriotic fever as this one did. Even
though this Mel Gibson film was
Hollywoodized history, it still
delivered a powerful and touching
story of one family's impact on the
birth of our nation. The Patriot is
one to add to your must-see list.

X-Men

•amencana

ooKs.com

''Where you don't stand in line for BIG DISCOUNTS!!?"

• ••
(Twentieth Century Fox, rated
PG-13) Directed by Bryan Singer
(The Usual Suspects, Apt Pupil), XMen delivers its promise of comic
book-like plot and action. While
the X-Men battle against evil
mutants under the rule of Magneto
(Ian McKellan), the dialogue and
acting remain solid. The performance of newcomer Hugh
Jackman as Wolverine really stood
out. However, a movie like this
doesn't demand stellar performances or witty dialogue for that
matter. Indeed, X-Men's strength
lies in the special effects and the

QUIZ BOW I o/k/:
How do you BUZZ?

Flat-handed
Power Plunger

What Lies Beneath
(rated R) Directed by Robert
Zemeckis (Forrest Gump, Back to
the Future), What Lies Beneath is
scary for a maximum of ten minutes, even though this movie runs a
little over two hours. The plot is predictable throughout and inconsistent at parts. The movie relies on
cheap tricks and a lot of "scary"
-bathroom
scenes.
Michelle
Phieffer's performance as Claire
Spencer, the fragile and unstable
wife, is solid. Harrison Ford's performance as geneticist Norman
Spencer is not as solid as Pheiffer's
role, but, then again die role is drastically different from Ford's usual
hero part. Still, WhafLies Beneath
could use morevjSot and much,
much less star power.
Big Momma's House

.

(Twentieth Century Fox, rated
PG-13) Big Momma's Houie came
out early in the summeriand was
the #1 movie in the country for
approximately two weeks. Don't be
fooled. This movie is extreme simple and generic. You get the feeling
that Martin Lawrence made this
movie just to make a PG-13 movie*
The "Big Momma" get up has ba^nl
done before in movies, such as Mrs/,
Doubtfire, and just isn't funny anymore (if it ever was).

Coyote Ugly

Junior Cats GZuuz
'

Classic Thumb
Technique

for
Freshutei/t § sophomores
September ±1, ±%, § 26
"Comme des Gargons"
Continental Challenger

"Hollywood

Deadline for Team Entries Is
5 p.m. Friday, September 8th
<&02 Student UydoiA'

Practice $CsYim.m.aats> held D\A, Wednesday
5-gpm. at edgar's Pub beneath the
.student uyuoyu with free popcorn, pizza,
dYIVORS avA fri'ztz

Bless the Child:

"Top Gun" Trigger

Contact: t>avid SvvLi^cfgLL
Double-Decker
Toss-up Terror

*
(Twentieth Century Fox, rated
PG-13) Coyote Ugly is a real disappointment, especially with the
high energy previews and Jerry
Bruckheimer
. (Flashdance,
Dangerous Minds) producing. This
movie is weighed down with
cheesy scenes and dialogue. The
plot—small town girl goes to New
York City and makes the big timeis entirely unbelievable and worn
out. The girls bartenders, Coyotes,
lend a certain glitter to the movie.
Indeed, the best scenes are those in
which the girls get on the bar and
dance. But the dancing and the
music can't save the rest of the
movie, which from beginning to
end lacks solid plot, dialogue, or
acting.

(ds.wivuAe@cltm.zoiA,.tclu) or the homepage
(httf\//feofl&.clemso^xdu/~dswl\^de/c\ul'zbowl)
■for additional iv^-foriM.atlovThese maneuvers were performed by a professional bowler. Do no? attempt without supervision.

$
(Paramont Pictures, rated R)
Bless the Child is one movie you can
afford to miss entirely—I wouldn't
even recommend renting it. The
plot is some twisted, modernized
version of Rosemary's Baby, a classic
that can't be imitated. Kim Basinger
plays the aunt of a crack baby who
happens to be the Messiah of the
long awaited second coming.
Naturally, the devil has sent his
agents to a) get the child to join the
forces of darkness b) kill the child.
This sort of plot isn't necessarily
bad, but it does require a great deal

of subtlety and care to be done well.
When nannies start morphing into
demons and teenagers dressed in
black, riding on skateboards carry
out Satan's murderous wishes, it's
bad. Basically, Bless the Child is a
hideous collage of angels, demons,
prophets, criminals, punks, drugs
andend-of-the-world philosophy.
Loser

$
Starring American Pie's Jason
Biggs and American Beauty's Mena
Suvari, this movie title's role holds
true. Don't believe that the movie is
even comparable to a cheesy teen
film. This production shows its
most humorous scenes in the previews. Highly disappointing unless
you're a big fan of Biggs or Suvari.
Scary Movie

*$
(rated R) Hilarious spoof comedy
that stars that comedic Wayans
brothers. Makes fun of all sorts of
movies from Scream to The Sixth
Sense. A surprising blockbuster hit
that surpassesd the film's
expectations.

Gladiator
«'«»'«»«
(rated R) I'm not a violent person, but after watching this movie,
whoop
;I wanted to go out and
some commies. Directed by Ridley
Scott (Alien, Blade Runner),
Gladiator presents Maximus
(Russel Crowe) as the ideal hero:
wise, strong, a powerful leader, and
most of all, someone who is bent on
revenge after his innocent wife and
kid are murdered by an evil dictator. The acting is superb, with
Joaquin Phoenix creating the perfect, audience-hated villain in
Emperor Commodus. The images
of Rome and the story of the underdog winning the people's support
over corrupt power are enough to
send chills up any movie-goers
spine. Don't watch this movie with
hand-to-hand combat weapons
nearby.

The Cell
$$
(New Line Cinemas, rated R)
The Cell takes the worn out idea of
getting into a killer's mind to an
entirely new level. Indeed, the literal journey of Catherine (Jennifer
Lopez), a child psychiatrist, into
the mind of a schizophrenic serial
killer results some strange and
poignant images and landscapes.
Except for Vincent D'Onofrio as
murderer Carl Stargher, the characters and the acting are incredibly
weak, leaving the moviegoer with
absolutely no emotional investment.
The plot, though seemingly
complex, is almost childish in its
simplicity. The ending, while
delivering some very good and surreal images, was entirely predictable.
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newsstory?

S10/HR
Work at Stadium on
Game Day Saturdays

GallMackie
or Adam at_

656-4006

Whodolcall
again?

m

Phone numbers you need to ,
know at Clemson

656-0199*
Undergrad Admissions:
656-2287

CHANGE the
ARN some CA$H?
13 I ) j '

Check

20L1Q

Academic Services:

Call Dean @ 1-800-219-2159

f

FALL

OHP The

lunteer/

rt1 $ r—Time
■

Job Fair

m

Disabilities Services
656-0515( voice)
IPTAY/Ticket Office:
„
656-2118
University Bookstore:
656-2050*
Budget Office:
656-2423
Bursar's Office:
*
656-2321
University Police Station:
656-2222?
Campus 911/Pronet:
656-8911
Clemson Area Transit System:«
654-CATS
Dept of Computing and
Information Technology
(DOT):
656-3466

Counseling and Psychological.
Services Center:
656-2451
Redfern Health Center,
Medical Services:
656-2233
Housing:
656-2295*
judicial Services:
656-0510
Laundromat Trouble Calls:
656-4354
National Dropout Prevention
Center:
656-2599

Parking Services:
656-2270 *

Student Records:
656-2174
Registrar's Office:
-:

I
656-2171

fiendr/x. BPudeMp Gertper
Aprium & Ballroom
coordinated by

Michelin® Career Center

sponsored by
Scheer Sports • Bi-Lo
Wendy's • Papa John's Pizza
Clemson Chamber of Commerce
S.C. Botanical Gardens
Keowee Key Property Owners'
Association, Inc.

RESNET:
656-5441
Student Post Office:
656-2351
Telecommunications Services:
656-2600
The Tiger News Department:
656-4006
Honors Program:
656-4762

Orientation, Leadership and
Disability Services:
656-0515

Transcripts:
656-2173

Financial Aid:
656-2280

I
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Hurricanes storms it's way downtown Eatery brings international
► Clemson students have
another bar to satisfy their
need for beer.
.

ROB BARNETT

managing editor
When I think of hurricanes, I
think of the ocean. And you know
what that means? Pirates! Modern
pirates are a different breed than
their ancestral brethren; most live
in the city and work in the corporate sector. One thing is for sure
though, pirates generally try to
avoid hurricanes, so if you are not
a pirate, you might like
Hurricanes.
While most students were
relaxing at the beach this summer,
Hurricanes blew into Clemson. As
Clemson's newest drinking hole,
Hurricanes offers an alternative to
the more established bars. With a
more
relaxed
environment,
Hurricanes could easily become
the bar of choice for the average
Clemson student seeking a quiet
night on the town.
Hurricanes might strike a
familiar chord with some of the
more experienced drinkers in
Clemson. It is a spin-off of the now
defunct Fins. Though larger and a
little more prominent, old Fins
I'T™""

*"

W

clientele will not be disappointed.
Hurricanes brings a lot to the
table as far as selection is concerned. With over seventeen beers
on tap, including a number of
imports, Hurricanes brings diversity to getting drunk. While
researching this article, I sampled
a variety of their selection and can
testify to its diversity and potency.
It is certain, diversity is not
cheap. Hurricanes prices can easily poke a hole in the more meager
student pocket books. Fierce competition in the Clemson community has kept drink prices well
below the national average.
Though not completely outrageous, prices at Hurricanes
seemed higher than the Clemson
average. A pint of Killians cost
$2.75 at Hurricanes, which is
about 75 cents above average.
Perhaps this extra 75 cents goes
towards atmosphere. There was a
sense of camaraderie between
patrons, and everyone seemed at
ease with the live acoustic musician playing top forty hits in the
corner. At one point in the
evening, I entered into friendly
competition with the fellas frequenting the single pool table.
Though more pool tables would
have been nice, everyone chatted

as they waited on their shot at the
game.
A few of the bar's decorative
elements became annoying as the
evening wore on. Hurricanes is too
well lit. Bars should be dark.
Period. Also, the walls were painted a bright blue color. The oppressive blue decor made it impossible
to get that Eiffel 65 song out of my
head. "I want to live in a blue
world."
All in all though, I felt good
when I walked out Hurricanes at
the end of the evening. Despite a
few annoyances, the bar made a
worthy first impression.
It is definitely a more relaxed
alternative to high paced bars
such as Tiger Town Tavern and
TDs. Hurricanes has upped the
competition among bars in
Clemson and is appealing for
those seeking a more chill environment.
Even during the milder drinking
climates
of
summer,
Hurricanes managed to attract
many customers away from the
long lines at Tiger Town Tavern
across the street.
Hurricanes is easily a contender to become one of the most
popular bars in Clemson.

5SWEE

'^>

flare of the East to Tiger Town
► The newest Asian resturaunt cooks up a variety of
authentic dishes. •
KATIE SMOAK

assistant time editor
Many of us know that finding
good Chinese food can be a struggle especially in Clemson.
However, there is new hope found
in the recently developed restaurant, Asian House located in Tiger
Plaza. At first glance, the restaurant seems small and bare, but the
place soon .becomes lively when
the cooking' begins. The cooking
takes place right before your eyes
and shows youexactly how everything is prepared. Interestingly
enough, the owner of the place
doesn't seem to speak a bit of
English so be prepared to point to
the numbered item of your choice.
The menu contains a large variety of items from the basic egg roll
and rice to more authentic foods
such as moo shu and chef specialties. There are many different varieties of meat available such as
chicken, beef, pork, or seafood or if
you want to take the vegetarian
route, you can choose from special
vegetable plates, fried rice, or soups
served with fried noodles.
After taking a few sample bites
from some friends orders, it
became apparent that there wasn't
just one thing that stood out on the
menu.(Although my personal
favorite is the sesame chicken).
Senior Kristin Fay agreed saying that the food was surprisingly
good. "I grew up in New Jersey and
I didn't think that the Chinese

ROB BARHETT/M: n n >i staff

MOO GOO GAI PAN: The store

owner cooks all the meals himself
in front ofyou.
food here could ever stand a
chance against the food back
home, but I thought that Asian
House was pretty good."
Despite the taste of the food,
there is one downfall that could
hinder some students from trying
the place out. The restaurant doesn't deliver, but the food is definitely worth the drive.
It's price range is very reasonable especially during the lunch
hours, although credit cards also
aren't accepted. Although these
two things might cause some
problems, trying out Asian House
is definitely try. It could end upr
being much more of a pleasant
surprise that perhaps you expected.
Hours of operation are
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-lOp.m.,
Saturday 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m., and
Sunday 12:00pm. -9:30 p.m.

TSHIKTS, IHCXHSE, CAK1S,
IEW£I&T,CAirVl£9,«9'MOS.E

OIM SVHDAY'S 1-7
MONSAT 10-7 653-5600
,405-240
(OM lOl AVI
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ROB BARNETT/--.-mor staff

ASIAN DELIGHT: The Asian House, Clemson's newest Chinese restaurant,
has already begun to win the hearts of students in Tiger Town. The
owner prepares the food right before the customer, ensuring them ofthe
freshness and the ingredients that go into each meal.
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(^} 1 What is the best tool to get you through college and your career?
C&

a. iMac

b

v §^

- PowerMac G4 Cube

M^

cjii»i«

*^'bj^
T5? * d. PowerBook

c. iBook
*
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Ale. Any Mac above,
Clemson University Bookstore
Hendrix Student Center
Clemson, SC 29632
864-656-2050
www.clemson.edu/bookstore

4>
/r>

-

tf

^QO/

Authorized Reseller
Copyright Clemson Universuy Bookstore. All rights reserved. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks and iMac, iBook, Power Macintosh G4 Cube and PowerBook are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other ■*
countries. Eligibility requirements apply. ^Orders must be postmarked byOctober 13, 2(XX>. Offer is valid whilt supplies last. RAM kit is user installable. ** Offers are valid while supplies laset.

